
81%

57%

Having sufficient
financial resources
influences my travel

plans

NOT confident that my
financial strategy will
allow me to meet my

travel goals throughout
retirement/Haven't

given much thought to it

76%

80%

It doesn't matter whether I'm going to the next town or
across the country - I love taking a trip

Travel improves my general mood/outlook toward life

Journey to Healthy Aging: Planning for Travel in Retirement 
reveals that Americans (ages 25+) love to travel and make it a 
regular part of their lives each year, grabbing time as they can 
over weekends, or planning for longer family vacations. 
Moreover, they see that travel plays a critical role in their lives 
for their personal well-being, both physical and mental.

Yet, the study exposes a clear disconnect between perception 
and reality among the American public: while they dream big 
about travel in retirement, many are unprepared financially to 
ensure that their dreams come true. This represents a call to 
action − both for education and for people to work on making 
their travel and retirement dreams a reality. 

Journey to Healthy Aging: 
Planning for Travel in Retirement 

People love to travel and dream of travel in retirement

Travelers report being happier, healthier than non-travelers Connecting the dots: Budgeting and saving for travel

Strongly/Somewhat Agree that…

Whether already retired or still 
working, most people dream of 
spending the later years of their 
life traveling (as well as with 
family and friends).

Very/Somewhat Satisfied with…

At least 60% of people say that they get more 
exercise on trips than they do at home; that 
travel improves their commitment to their 
personal health goals; and that knowing that 
those who take vacations are less likely to suffer 
from depression motivates them to travel. 

Finances Related to Travel

Dream of Spending Retirement

59%Traveling

61%

77%

Non-
travelers

Travelers

Physical Health & Well-being                           Stress Level

67%

73%

= two respondents

Despite the 
importance 
people place 
on travel, a 
majority 
reports 
giving little to 
no attention 
to saving for 
it in 
retirement.

“Saved 
more for 
travel” − 

what 
retirees say 
they would 
have done 

differently to 
ensure their 

ability to 
travel in 

retirement.

Source: Journey to Healthy Aging: Planning for Travel in Retirement, Transamerica Center for Retirement Studies® and Global Coalition on Aging, 2013. 
TCRS 1113-1213

http://www.globalcoalitiononaging.com/
http://www.transamericacenter.org/
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